Volunteer corn resulting from the previous year’s crop due to harvest problems, poor stalk quality, or storm damage can be a challenge. Understanding the competitive effects of volunteers on corn yield can help in making control decisions. Correctly implemented management practices can also decrease the risk of volunteer corn problems.

Study Guidelines
Testing was conducted in 2011 at the Monsanto Learning Center in Monmouth, IL to evaluate the effects of volunteer Roundup Ready® corn on corn yield. One test was conducted where volunteer corn was applied using whole ears to mimic clumps from dropped ears at harvest. Another test was conducted where the whole ears were shelled and kernels were broadcast over the plot to mimic header loss from the combine at harvest. The volunteer corn came from a corn product with only the Roundup Ready herbicide tolerance trait. The seed was broadcast in the spring prior to planting and incorporated into the soil with two passes of a field cultivator. All plots were 1,000 square feet in size. The treatments consisted of 0 (no volunteer corn), 2, 5, and 10 ears applied to a particular plot either as whole ears or as shelled kernels from the ears.

A 111 day relative maturity corn product with the Roundup Ready® Corn 2, LibertyLink®, and Herculex® XTRA traits was planted to all plots on May 4, 2011 at a target population of 36,000 plants per acre. When the planted corn reached the V4 growth stage, herbicide treatments of Ignite® (intended to remove all volunteer corn from the plot) and Roundup PowerMAX® (intended not to control the volunteer corn) were applied. Each herbicide treatment was paired with a volunteer corn treatment. Plots were harvested on September 22, 2011.

Results and Discussion
The shelled ear test produced 199 bu/acre with no volunteer corn in the plots. Corn yield was reduced by 1.4 to 2.5% (3 to 5 bu/acre) with 2 to 5 shelled volunteer corn ears in the plots. With 10 shelled volunteer corn ears, corn yield was reduced by 4.1% (8 bu/acre) when comparing the Ignite and Roundup PowerMAX herbicide treatments (Figure 1). Corn yields, where volunteer corn was controlled with Ignite in the 2 and 5 shelled volunteer corn ear plots, were similar to the control (no volunteer corn). However, corn yield was reduced by 4% in the Ignite treated plots with 10 shelled volunteer corn ears. This was attributed to early season competition from the volunteer corn plants prior to treatment with Ignite.

Corn yielded about 215 bu/acre in the whole ear (clump) test with no volunteer corn in the plots. Corn yield was reduced by 4.6 to 7.6% (10 to 15 bu/acre) with 2 to 5 whole ear clumps in the plots. With 10 whole ear volunteer corn clumps, corn yield was reduced by 8.4% (16 bu/acre) when comparing the Ignite and Roundup PowerMAX herbicide treatments (Figure 2). Comparing the Ignite treated plots, corn yield was reduced by about 4, 5, and 12% with 2, 5, and 10 whole ear volunteer corn clumps, respectively. This was attributed to the lack of effectiveness in herbicide application, as uniform spray coverage can be more difficult to obtain on volunteer corn clumps.

University testing has shown that corn yields can be reduced when volunteer corn populations are high. Low volunteer corn populations can initially look bad, but generally do not impact corn yield. Predictions from University testing indicated that a volunteer population of around 1,000 plants per acre would result in less than a 1% loss in corn yield (average of 1 bu/acre in the multiple University site testing conducted in 2007). High volunteer populations of 5,000 to 10,000 plants per acre (about 100 to 200 plants per 1,000 square feet) had a predicted yield loss of 3 to 6%, and a very high population of 20,000 plants per acre (about 400 plants per 1,000 square feet) had a predicted yield loss of 12%. Volunteer corn populations were not recorded in this testing, but the results appear to be in line with those of the University predicted yield losses.

Greater corn yield loss was observed with the clumped volunteer corn (whole ear) than with the shelled corn in this testing. This could be attributed to better control of the shelled corn volunteers than whole ear volunteers with Ignite herbicide. Good spray coverage can be difficult to obtain on corn volunteer clumps. However, testing has shown that volunteer corn plants in ear clumps can be less competitive with the corn crop than the same number of evenly dispersed volunteers. The distribution and
density of volunteer corn plants can be highly variable in a corn field. In both of these tests, treatments with 10 ears showed a large yield decrease from the other treatments. The 10 ear treatments resulted in high volunteer corn populations that provided early season competition with the corn crop.

Management practices can help to minimize the losses from volunteer corn competition in corn. Selecting corn products with insect protection traits, good standability, stalk strength, and ear retention characteristics can help to keep volunteer corn from becoming a problem in field corn. A timely corn harvest with proper combine settings and adjustments helps to reduce corn ear and kernel losses in the field. Finally, herbicide options are available to control volunteer corn if it becomes a problem.
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**Figure 1. Effect of Roundup Ready volunteer corn (shelled) on corn yield - 2011 Monmouth, IL.**
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Figure 2. Effect of Roundup Ready volunteer corn (in clumps) on corn yield - 2011 Monmouth, IL.

The information discussed in this report is from a single site, non-replicated, one-year demonstration. This information piece is designed to report the results of this demonstration and is not intended to infer any confirmed trends. Please use this information accordingly.

Monsanto Company is a member of Excellence Through Stewardship® (ETS). Monsanto products are commercialized in accordance with ETS Product Launch Stewardship Guidance, and in compliance with Monsanto’s Policy for Commercialization of Biotechnology-Derived Plant Products in Commodity Crops. Commercial product(s) has been approved for import into key export markets with functioning regulatory systems. Any crop or material produced from this product can only be exported to, or used, processed or sold in countries where all necessary regulatory approvals have been granted. It is a violation of national and international law to move material containing biotech traits across boundaries into nations where import is not permitted. Growers should talk to their grain handler or product purchaser to confirm their buying position for this product. Excellence Through Stewardship® is a registered trademark of Biotechnology Industry Organization.

Roundup Technology® includes Monsanto’s glyphosate-based herbicide technologies.

Individual results may vary, and performance may vary from location to location and from year to year. This result may not be an indicator of results you may obtain as local growing, soil and weather conditions may vary. Growers should evaluate data from multiple locations and years whenever possible.

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. Roundup Ready® crops contain genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate, the active ingredient in Roundup® brand agricultural herbicides. Roundup® brand agricultural herbicides will kill crops that are not tolerant to glyphosate. Harness® is a restricted use pesticide and is not registered in all states. The distribution, sale, or use of an unregistered pesticide is a violation of federal and/or state law and is strictly prohibited. Check with your local Monsanto dealer or representative for the product registration status in your state. Harness®, Roundup PowerMAX®, Roundup Ready®, Roundup Technology®, Roundup®, and Technology Development by Monsanto and Design® are registered trademarks of Monsanto Technology LLC. Ignite®, LibertyLink®, and LibertyLink® and the Water Droplet Design® are registered trademarks of Bayer. Herculex® is a registered trademark of Dow AgroSciences LLC. ©2011 Monsanto Company. 11112011TED